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Metasurfaces have shown unprecedented possibilities for wavefront manipulation of waves. The
research efforts have been focused on the development of metasurfaces that perform a specific func-
tionality for waves of one physical nature, for example, for electromagnetic waves. In this work,
we propose the use of power-flow conformal metamirrors for creation of multiphysics devices which
can simultaneously control waves of different nature. In particular, we introduce metasurface de-
vices which perform specified operations on both electromagnetic and acoustic waves at the same
time. Using a purely analytical model based on surface impedances, we introduce metasurfaces that
perform the same functionality for electromagnetic and acoustic waves and, even more challenging,
different functionalities for electromagnetics and acoustics. We provide realistic topologies for prac-
tical implementations of proposed metasurfaces and confirm the results with numerical simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, great efforts have been con-
centrated on studying new possibilities for controlling
wave propagation using microstructured surfaces, so-
called metasurfaces. Research on metasurfaces covers as-
pects from the theory of wave propagation, fabrication
techniques, and even different disciplines or application
fields such as acoustics [1] or electromagnetism [2] [3].
Metasurfaces have shown great potential for manipulat-
ing waves both in transmission and reflection. In par-
ticular, metasurfaces controlling reflection, also known
as metamirrors, have been developed for realizations of
retroreflectors, anomalous reflectors, beam splitters, and
focusing devices [4–13].

In the design of reflective metasurfaces, one can dis-
tinguish two different types of design strategies. On the
one hand, there are examples of several non-local design
approaches where the properties on each point of the
metasurface depend not only on the local field at this
specific point but also on the fields in the vicinity of this
point [5–7, 10, 11, 14]. Exploiting non-locality it is pos-
sible to reduce the number of meta-atoms required for
the implementation. However, the corresponding design
approaches are complicated especially for complex func-
tionalities such as focusing. On the other hand, using
local design approaches the properties of the metasurface
at each point can be uniquely characterized by response
on the local fields at this point [8, 12, 13]. In this case,
the metasurface can be characterized by local parameters
such as the surface impedance. The main advantage of
these methods is that knowing the desired performance
of the metasurface, the design of metasurfaces becomes
systematic and in most of the cases it does not require nu-
merical optimizations. In recent work [12] it was demon-
strated that local design of metasurfaces is possible by
proper engineering the shape and the surface impedance
according to the power-flow distribution of the required
set of waves.

In this work, we will show that exploiting the prop-
erties of local metasurfaces one can design multiphysics

devices which can simultaneously control waves of differ-
ent nature. This becomes possible because power flow-
conformal metasurfaces can be realized as arrays of small
(subwavelength) meta-atoms acting as phase-shifting el-
ements [12]. Here we exploit a possibility to create meta-
atoms which can provide controllable phase shifts for
both electromagnetic waves and for sound, which open
up a way towards creation of high-performance multi-
functional multi-physics metasurface devices.

Although acoustic and electromagnetic waves obey
different wave propagation equations that, respectively,
govern sound pressure and electromagnetic field distri-
butions, there exists a direct analogy that allows to
create multi-physics structures [15]. In particular, we
study the analogy of impedance-based models for elec-
tromagnetic and acoustic reflectors. In this paper, we
exploit this analogy and present a direct and compara-
tive approach for the design and implementation of power
flow-conformal metamirrors for both acoustic and elec-
tromagnetic fields. We demonstrate that using power

(a)

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a multiphysics metamir-
ror.
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flow-conformal metamirrors and the local-parameter ap-
proach, the design of such multiphysics devices becomes
systematic and straightforward. Several example func-
tionalities are analyzed and characterized in terms of the
shape and surface impedance of the metamirror, as well
as topologies of physical implementations. The study
shows similarities and differences between both wave
problems (acoustic and electromagnetic) that have to be
considered in the final implementation of multiphysics
platforms.

The paper is organized as follows. First, in Section II,
we present the theory for the design of power flow-
conformal metamirrors paying special attention to the
similarities and differences between the two domains of
physics. In particular, the study will be focused on ma-
nipulation of two plane waves (retroreflectors and anoma-
lous reflectors). This allows us to streamline the design
of metamirrors that allow simultaneous control of both
acoustic and electromagnetic responses. Next, in Sec-
tion III, we discuss practical aspects related to actual
implementations of multi-physics metamirrors. Finally,
some conclusions summarize the main findings of this
work.

II. GENERAL THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present the theory of power flow-
conformal metamirrors and highlight the differences be-
tween acoustic and electromagnetic devices for shaping
reflected waves. More specifically, we will discuss the de-
sign of reflective surfaces for reflecting an incident plane
wave into a desired direction. The key parameter to be
considered in the solutions of both problems is the sur-
face impedance, which can be defined for both electro-
magnetic and acoustic waves.

Let us consider a curved impenetrable boundary lying
on the xz-plane whose shape is defined by the function
yc = f(x) (for simplicity we assume that the surface pro-
file is uniform along the orthogonal direction z). For
acoustic waves, the surface impedance Zs(x) is defined
as a relation between the pressure p and velocity v fields:
Zs(x)n̂ · v(x, yc) = −p(x, yc). Here, n̂ is the unit vector
normal to the surface of the metamirror at point x. For
electromagnetic waves, the surface impedance is defined
as a relation between the the tangential to the surface
components of the electric and magnetic fields, Et and
Ht, as Zs(x)n̂×Ht(x, yc) = Et(x, yc).

The wave fields above a perfect anomalously reflecting
metamirror are sums of fields of only two plane waves:
one is the incident plane wave and the other is the re-
flected plane wave, which propagates in the desired, freely
chosen direction. In order to find the optimal surface pro-
file, yc = g(x), which ensures the desired functionalities
of the metamirror, the first step is to analyze the distri-
bution of power flow in this set of two plane waves [12].
In what follows, we will analyse the power flow for both
electromagnetic and acoustic problems.

Acoustic metamirror: The wave vectors of the waves

can be defined as ki,r = k
(x)
i,r x̂ + k

(y)
i,r ŷ), where the sub-

script i(r) denotes the incident (reflected) plane wave.
In the most general case, we can define the incident
wavevector as ki = k(sin θix̂ − cos θiŷ), where θi is the
incident angle (anti-clockwise definition) and k = ω/cac
is the wavenumber of sound waves in the background
medium at the frequency of interest (cac is the speed of
sound). Following the same notation, the wavevector of
the reflected wave is defined as kr = k(sin θrx̂ + cos θrŷ)
with θr being the reflection angle (clockwise definition).
A schematic representation of this scenario is shown in
Fig. 1. Under the ejωt time convention, the field can
expressed as follows:

p(x, y) = pie
−jki·r + pre

−jkr·r (1)

vx(x, y) =
1

ωρ

[
pik

(x)
i e−jki·r + prk

(x)
r e−jkr·r

]
(2)

vy(x, y) =
1

ωρ

[
pik

(y)
i e−jki·r + prk

(y)
r e−jkr·r

]
(3)

where pi = |pi|ejφi and pr = |pr|ejφr are the complex
amplitudes of the incident and reflected plane waves,
r = xx̂ + yŷ is the position vector, ω is the angular
frequency, and ρ is the density of the background media.
From the definition of the pressure and velocity vector,
it is straightforward to derive the intensity vector of the
superposition of both incident and reflected plane waves
as I(x, y) = 1

2Re(pv∗) = Ix(x, y)x̂ + Iy(x, y)ŷ. The an-
alytical expression of the flow of power carried by two
arbitrary plane waves reads

Ix(x, y) = I0

[
|pi|2k(x)i + |pr|2k(x)r

]
+ I0|pi||pr|(k(x)i + k(x)r ) cos(∆k · r + ∆φ)

(4)

and

Iy(x, y) = I0

[
|pi|2k(y)i + |pr|2k(y)r

]
+ I0

[
|pi||pr|(k(y)i + k(y)r ) cos(∆k · r + ∆φ)

],
(5)

where I0 = 1/2ωρ, ∆k = kr − ki, and ∆φ = φi − φr.
Electromagnetic metamirror: The analysis of the

power-flow distribution for electromagnetic waves can
be done following a similar approach. Because of the
vectorial nature of the problem, here we should dis-
tinguish between TM-polarized (Hz, Ex, and Ey) and
TE-polarized (Ez, Hx, and Hy) waves. Notice that in
this work we do not consider any change in the po-
larization state and assume that both incident and re-
flected waves have the same polarization. As it was
shown in [12], the power-flow distribution in the elec-
tromagnetic counterpart defined by the Poynting vector
S = 1

2Re(E ×H∗) = Sx(x, y)x̂ + Sy(x, y)ŷ is given
by similar expressions as in Eqs. (4) and (5). There
is a clear analogy between the two physical problems:
For TM-polarized waves, the amplitude of the pressure
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FIG. 2. Acoustic power flow-conformal retroreflectors for θi = 70◦. Reflected pressure field (a) and normalized surface
impedance (b) for the flat retroreflector. Reflected pressure field (c) and normalized surface impedance (d) for the retroreflector
with cosine profile yc = λ

5
cos (2πx/D). Reflected pressure field (e) and normalized surface impedance (f) for the retroreflector

with cosine profile yc = λ
5

cos (πx/D).

fields is analogous to the amplitude of magnetic fields
(pi,r −→ Hi,r) and the density of the background media to
the permittivity (ρ −→ ε0). For TE-polarized waves the
amplitude of electric fields plays the role of the ampli-
tude of the pressure fields (pi,r −→ Ei,r) and the density of
the background media is analogous to the permeability
(ρ −→ µ0).

From the analysis of the power-flow density distribu-
tion we can see that the power-flow distribution mainly
depends on the amplitude of the plane waves (|pi| and
(|pr|) and the direction of propagation (ki and kr). We
can distinguish three different scenarios depending on the
relations between these parameters: (i) When |pi| = |pr|
and kr = −ki, the wave is reflected back towards the
source, and we call it the retroreflection scenario. (ii)
Reflections with |pi| = |pr| but kr 6= ki can be realized if
the wave reflects specularly. (iii) Finally, full power re-
flection is possible with |pi| 6= |pr| and kr 6= ki. This case
is usually called anomalous reflection. In the following,
we will consider in detail multiphysics realizations of all
these scenarios.

A. Retroreflection

The first case under study is the retroreflection sce-
nario, i.e., we study surfaces capable of redirecting all
the energy of an incident plane wave into the opposite
direction (kr = −ki), back to the source. First, we will
analyse acoustic retroreflectors. In order to warranty the
power conservation, the amplitudes of incident and re-
flected waves should be equal, |pi| = |pr|. By substitut-
ing these values in Eqs. 4 and 5, we can see that the
intensity power-flow vector is zero at all points of space,
Ix(x, y) = Iy(x, y) = 0. It means that in this special case
we can design local retroreflectors with any shape, as the
power will never cross the reflector boundary.

Figure 2 shows three different retroreflectors designed
for θi = 70◦. The first example corresponds to a flat
retroreflector where the surface profile is defined as yc =
0. Figure 2(b) shows the required normalized surface
impedance. In the acoustic case, the impedance is nor-
malized with respect to Z0 = Zac

0 = cacρ. The surface
impedance function defines the period of the reflector
that reads D = λ/(2 sin θi). Results of numerical simula-
tions of the reflected pressure field are shown in Fig. 2(a)
where we can see the reflected plane wave propagating
into the opposite direction with respect to that of the in-
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FIG. 3. Results for sets of two plane waves with |pi| = |pr|, θi = 0◦, and θr = 70◦. (a) Power flow distribution. (b) Set of
surfaces tangential to the intensity vector and (c) the corresponding surface impedance associated with each surface. The four
surfaces are denoted by subscripts 1,2,3, and 4.

cident plane wave. The second example is a retroreflec-
tor with a cosine surface profile yc = λ

5 cos (2πx/D) with
the same period as the flat reflector. Figures 2(c) and
2(d) show the reflected field and the normalized surface
impedance for this design. We can see that the surface
impedance is also purely imaginary confirming the local
nature of the design.

The last example is a retroreflector with a cosine mod-
ulation where the period is double of that for the flat
reflector: D′ = 2D. The curve which describes this
surface modulation profile can be expressed as yc =
λ
5 cos (πx/D). The reflected field and the correspond-
ing surface impedance are shown in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f).
It is important to mention that the spatial periodicity of
the metasurface can be used as a control parameter for
the diffracted modes in the system, allowing us to control
reflection for illuminations from other directions.

For design of electromagnetic retroreflectors, even
though the physical meaning of the surface impedance is
different, we can use the mathematical analogy with the
acoustic scenario. The correspondence between normal-
ized acoustic and electromagnetic impedances for TE-
polarized waves is direct: Zacs /Z

ac
0 = ZTEs /ZEM

0 , with
Zac
0 = cacρ being the acoustic wave impedance and

ZEM
0 = cEMµ the electromagnetic wave impedance. Here,

cac and cEM are the speed of sound and light, respectively.
ρ is the mechanical density of medium. However, for TM-
polarized waves we obtain, due to the duality of the prob-
lem, that Zacs /Z

ac
0 = ZEM

0 /ZTMs = ZEM
0 Y TMs . As we

will show, these relations between required impedances
for metamirror surfaces will define certain constrains in
the design of multiphysics metamirrors.

B. Specular reflection

Next, we consider reflection into a wave with the same
amplitude, |pi| = |pr|, but propagating in another direc-

tion, with kr 6= ki. In this case, from Eqs. (4) and (5) we
can see that in general Ix(x, y) 6= 0 and Iy(x, y) 6= 0. As
an example, Fig. 3(a) shows the power-flow distribution
in two interfering plane waves when θi = 0◦ and θr = 70◦.
It is clear from the analysis of the power flow that the
surfaces through which there is no power flow are flat sur-
faces. Figure 3(b) shows a set of surfaces which are tan-
gential to the intensity vector. The inclination angle can

be written as θs = arctan
(

sin θi+sin θr
− cos θi+cos θr

)
. The compo-

nents of the unit normal vector n = nxx̂+nyŷ are defines
as nx = 1√

2
(sin θi + sin θr) and ny = 1√

2
(cos θi − cos θr).

Clearly, these results correspond to trivial specular re-
flection from these flat surfaces.

The required impedances for each surface are repre-
sented in Fig. 3(c). We see that the surface impedances
are purely imaginary and constant along the surfaces.
Depending on the defined surface, the surface impedance
takes different values to ensure the desired phase shift
between the incident and reflected waves. We can find
positions of surfaces acting as perfect electric conduc-
tors (PEC), where Zs = 0 which corresponds to surfaces
at the planes of zero intensity vector. On the contrary,
surfaces with the behavior of perfect magnetic conduc-
tor (PMC) characterized by Zs = ∞ are located at the
planes of the maximum intensity vector.

C. Anomalous reflection

The third and the most interesting and general case
is lossless reflection of a plane wave into an arbitrary
direction, where in general both amplitudes and prop-
agation directions are different: |pi| 6= |pr|, (kr 6= ki).
This scenario is known as anomalous reflection. For flat
metasurfaces laying in the xz-plane, it was demonstrated
that the relation between the incident and the reflected
amplitudes is given by R = |pr|/|pr| =

√
cos θi/ cos θr.
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FIG. 4. Power flow-conformal metamirror for acoustic anomalous reflectors. (a) Power-flow distribution for θi = 0◦ and
θr = 80◦. (b) Surface profiles for anomalous reflection when θr = 80◦. (c) Surface impedance when θi = 0◦ and θr = 80◦. (d)
Surface profiles for θi = 0◦ and θr = 30◦, 50◦, and 70◦. (e) and (f) Numerical simulations for θi = 0◦ and θr = 80◦ and θi = 0◦

and θr = 70◦.

The power flow distribution for the case of θi = 0◦ and
θr = 80◦ is shown in Fig. 8(d).

As it was proposed in [12], instead of trying to syn-
thesize flat surfaces with the required complex-valued
impedances, we can create the desired field distribution
shaping an impenetrable lossless reflector along surfaces
which are tangential to the intensity vector. These sur-
faces can be found using the scalar function

g(x, y) = Ay +B sin(∆k · r + ∆φ) + C, (6)

where A = I0|pi|2k0(sin θi + cos θi tan θr), B =

I0|pi|
√

cos θi/ cos θr(cos θi − cos θr)/(sin θr − sin θi), and
C is an arbitrary constant. This scalar function satisfies
∇g(x, y) = N(x, y), with vector N(x, y) = −Iy(x, y)x̂ +
Ix(x, y)ŷ being orthogonal to the intensity vector. From
the properties of the gradient, the surfaces tangential to
the power flow directions can be calculated as the level
curves of the function g(x, y) and can be expressed as
yc = f(x).

Probably the most studied case in the literature of
anomalous reflection in a normally incident plane wave
(θi = 0) that is redirected into an arbitrary direction
(θr 6= 0). In this case, the surface profile and the sur-
face impedance are different for each specific angle of
reflection. Figure 4(d) shows the shapes of the per-
fectly anomalously reflecting surfaces for θr = 30◦, 50◦,
and 70◦. As can be expected, the period of the sur-
face modulation changes with the reflected angle accord-
ing to D = λ/(sin θr − sin θi). The amplitude of the
modulation, h, keeps almost constant for different in-
cident angles (h|30◦ = 0.1566λ, h|50◦ = 0.1538λ, and
h|70◦ = 0.1386λ), and is always subwavelength. The re-
quired surface impedances for these particular surfaces
are plotted in Fig. 2(d). Two numerically simulated ex-
amples are presented in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).
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FIG. 5. Multiphysics meta-atoms. (a) Empty closed-end
groves. (b) Partially filled closed-end groves. (c) Closed-end
groves with a metallic grid.

III. MULTIPHYSICS IMPLEMENTATION

Here, we will show that using the concept of power
flow-conformal metamirrors and the analogy between
acoustic and electromagnetic impedances it is possible
to create metasurfaces which operate as retro- and most
general anomalous reflectors simultaneously for both
acoustic and electromagnetic waves.

As it was explained above, the metamirrors function-
alities are defined by the surface profile and the surface
impedance. First, if we want to control both acoustic
and electromagnetic waves, we need to ensure that the
surface profiles required for both operations are compati-
ble. In the previous section, we saw that some scenarios,
such as anomalous reflection, require specific surface pro-
files. However, in other cases there is no such restriction
and one can use different surface profiles for the same
functionality, like for realizing retroreflectors. With this
on mind, we distinguish two different design approaches:
(i) Platforms that implement the same functionality for
acoustic and electromagnetic waves and (ii) Platforms
with different functionalities for acoustic and electromag-
netic waves.

The second consideration is the design of the meta-
atoms for implementing the corresponding surface
impedance. Power flow-conformal metamirrors are de-
scribed by locally defined acoustic of electromagnetic
surface impedances, which allows implementations us-
ing conventional phase shifters of different types. The
main challenge in the multiphysics realizations is to find
such meta-atom configurations which will provide desired
phase shifts both for sound and electromagnetic waves.
We have identified three different structures which can
be used for achieving this goal. The choice between
them will be made based on specific conditions in each
design. The schematic representations of the proposed
three topologies are shown in Fig. 5.

The first meta-atom a closed-end grove [see Fig. 5(a)].
Since here we consider surfaces which are modulated only
along one direction, we assume that the groves are in-
finitely long and uniform. In general, two-dimensional
arrays or tubes can be used. If the thickness of the walls is
much smaller than the width of the groves, we can neglect
the effect of wall thickness on the surface impedance.

The acoustic surface impedance Zac
s = −jZac

0 cot(kac`)
is controlled by the depth of the groves ` and the acous-
tic impedance Zac

0 = cacρ of air filling the tube. Here,
kac = 2πfac/cac is the acoustic wavenumber. For TE-
polarized electromagnetic waves (electric field parallel to
the grove), in the microwave range an array of groves re-
flects as a practically perfectly conducting surface (PEC)
if the walls are made of metal and the width of the groves
is deeply subwavelength. For TM-polarized electromag-
netic waves, the response of the meta-atom is defined
by the surface impedance ZEM

s = jZEM
0 tan(kEM`), with

ZEM
0 =

√
µ0/ε0 and kEM = 2πfEM/cEM being the elec-

tromagnetic wave impedance and the wavenumber in air,
respectively.

The second proposed topology is the same closed-end
grove but partially filled with a dielectric material with
permitivitty ε2. The dielectric material should be chosen
to behave as a hard boundary for acoustic waves, intro-
ducing strong impedance contrast with air for acoustic
waves. In practice, one can consider solid plastics or wa-
ter. As we can see in Fig. 5(b), the filling with length
`2 is placed at the bottom of the grove. The length of
the air layer is denoted as `1. The acoustic response of
this meta-atom is defined by Zac

s = −jZac
0 cot(kac`1). In

contrast, the electromagnetic response for TM-polarized
waves is given by the following surface impedance:

ZEM
s = jZEM

0

tan(k
(2)
EM`2) + tan(kEM`1)

1− tan(k
(2)
EM`2) tan(kEM`1)

. (7)

Thus, the use of this structure allows us to independently
tune both acoustic and electromagnetic impedances to
the required values.

The third proposed topology is shown in Fig. 5(c). In
this case, we use a grove of the total depth ` = `1 + `2
with an array of metal wires oriented in the same di-
rection as the electric field of TM-polarized waves and
positioned at distance `2 from the bottom of the grove.
The array of metal wires has a period dw small enough
for the array to act as a nearly perfect electric wall for
electromagnetic waves. The reflection of electromagnetic
waves is very strong when the period of the array of wires
is much smaller than the wavelength of electromagnetic
waves, while the diameter of the wires is still very small
compared with the period [16]. This property allows us
to realize a wire array with is nearly perfect reflector for
electromagnetic waves which is nearly perfectly trans-
parent for sound. The electromagnetic response of this
meta-atoms is characterized by the surface impedance
ZEM
s = jZEM

0 tan(kEM`1) while the acoustic response is
defined by Zac

s = −jZac
0 cot(kac`). Again we see that

there is a possibility to adjust both impedances indepen-
dently.

Using these meta-atoms we can systematically design
various devices for simultaneous control of electromag-
netic and acoustic waves.
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FIG. 6. Dual-physics retroreflector. (a) Schematic represen-
tation of the metamirror. (b) Total pressure field calculated
with a numerical simulation for acoustic waves. Red lines de-
note the hard boundary conditions used for simulating the
groves. (c) Surface impedance for electromagnetic (EM) and
acoustic metamirror. (d) Reflected magnetic field calculated
with a numerical simulation for EM waves. Red lines denote
the PEC boundary conditions used for simulating the groves.

A. The same functionality in one platform

Here we explore possibilities to implement metamir-
rors with the same functionality for both electromagnetic
and acoustic waves. In particular, we will use the pro-
posed meta-atoms to implement dual-physics retroreflec-
tors and anomalous reflectors.

Dual-physics retroreflector: Retroreflectors are able to
send all the incident energy back into the same direction
from where the incident wave is coming [see Fig. 6(a)].
Following the design methodology explained above, we
will design a retroreflector working for acoustic and TM -
polarized electromagnetic waves. The first step in the de-
sign of the multidisciplinary retroreflectors is to choose
an appropriate reflector profile. In this work, for sim-
plicity we use the simplest surface profile: a flat surface
located in the xz-plane. As shown above, this is possible
because the desired field structure is a purely standing
wave without any power flow across any surface.

Once the retroreflecting surface position is defined, the
periodicity is fixed by the operation frequencies, both in
acoustics, fac, and in electromagnetism, fEM. We start
from considering the simplest case when the frequen-
cies are such that λac = λEM, i.e., the periodicity for
both electromagnetic and acoustic scenarios is the same
(Dac = DEM). To satisfy this condition, the frequencies
should be related as fEM = faccEM/cac. As an example,
we assume that the background medium is air character-
ized by cEM = 3 · 108 m/s and cac = 343 m/s (the speed
of sound in the background media has been calculated
using a reference temperature of T = 20◦C).

The last step in the design is to implement the required
surface impedances. For flat retroreflectors, the re-
quired surface impedances for electromagnetic and acous-
tic waves can be written as

Zac
s (x) = j

Zac
0

cos θi
cot (kac sin θix) (8)

ZEM
s (x) = −jZEM

0 cos θi tan (kac sin θix) (9)

The surface impedance values when θi = 70◦ are repre-
sented in Fig 6(c). These surface impedance profiles can
be implemented using empty closed-end groves as meta-
atoms. The depths of the groves are 50 mm, 46.4 mm,
42.4 mm, 37.7 mm, 31.9 mm, 25 mm, 18.1 mm, 12.3 mm,
7.6 mm, and 3.6 mm. Figures 6(b) and (d) show the
results of numerical simulation of a multidisciplinary
retroreflector for fac = 3430 Hz and fEM = 3 GHz. From
the distribution of the total acoustic field represented in
Fig. 6(b) we can see how a standing waves is generated
as a consequence of interference between incident and re-
flected waves. Figure 6(d) shows the reflected field in
the electromagnetic scenario where we can see that all
the energy is sent back along the propagation axis of the
incident wave.

If the acoustic and electromagnetic frequencies are ar-
bitrary, and the corresponding wavelengths are not equal,
the required periodicity of the metasurface for each sce-
nario will be different, Dac 6= DEM. In this case, we
select the period of the structure to be equal to the least
common multiple of the two periods. It is also impor-
tant to notice in this general case the relation between
the acoustic and electromagnetic surface impedances is
not described by Eqs. (8) and (9). Thus, implementa-
tion with simple close-ended groves is not possible. In
this case, we should use meta-atoms consisting of par-
tially filled closed-end groves or closed-end groves with
a metallic grid, which allow realizations of the required
impedance profiles for both fields. Two examples on how
to use these meta-atoms are given in Section III.B

Dual-physics anomalous reflector: The second exam-
ple is an anomalous reflector for acoustic and electro-
magnetic waves. The schematic representation of the
proposed metamirror is shown in Fig. 7(a). This device
is able to send impinging acoustic and electromagnetic
plane waves coming from a certain direction into an ar-
bitrary direction. As it was explained in Section II, in
this case there is a periodic power-flow distribution in
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the xy-plane. Following the design procedure for power
flow-conformal metamirrors, the first step is to define an
appropriate surface profile for the desired incident an-
gle θi and the desired reflection angle θr, ensuring that
the power flow is always tangential to the reflecting sur-
face. The second step in the design is to implement the
required surface impedances for both acoustic and elec-
tromagnetic waves. In this case, we will follow a simi-
lar approach as in the previous example and exploit the
fact that the normalized Zac is analogous to normalized
YTM. As we have already demonstrated, using empty
metallic close-ended groves we can realize a metasurface
which the desired acoustical and electromagnetic prop-
erties. In particular, for an anomalous reflector with
θi = 0◦ and θr = 70◦, the needed depths of the groves are
5.9 mm, 7.8 mm, 10 mm, 11.7 mm, 49.5 mm, 38.3 mm,
40.1 mm, 42.2 mm, 44.2 mm, 46 mm, 47.6 mm, 49.2 mm,
0.8 mm, 2.4 mm, and 4.1 mm (considering the frequencies
fEM = 3 GHz and fac = 3430 Hz as an example). Fig-
ures 7(b) and (d) show the scattered fields produced by
the structure at the operation frequency for both acous-
tical and electromagnetic scenarios.

B. Different functionalities in the same platform

Previous examples have shown a possibility to exploit
the local behavior of power flow-conformal metasurfaces
and the direct analogy between acoustic and electromag-
netic waves to implement multidisciplinary meta-devices
that produce the same response for acoustic and elec-
tromagnetic waves. Next, we propose meta-devices re-
alizing different transformations for acoustic an electro-
magnetic waves. As particular examples, we will study a
retroreflector with different angles for acoustic and elec-
tromagnetic waves and an anomalous reflector for acous-
tic waves that behaves as a retroreflector for electromag-
netic waves.

Multidisciplinary retroreflector for different angles:
Here, we propose an implementation of flat retroreflec-
tors able to work at different angles for acoustics and
electromagnetic waves. The incident angle of electromag-
netic illumination, θEM, will determine the periodicity for
electromagnetic waves DEM = λEM/2 sin θEM. Then, we
define the periodicity for acoustic waves to be m-times
bigger than the periodicity for electromagnetic waves
Dac = λac/2 sin θac = mDEM. Free choice of the coeffi-
cient m allows us to control the operating incident angle
for acoustic waves as θac = arcsin (λac sin θEM/mλEM).
In our example, we will assume that λac = λEM by choos-
ing the operation frequencies equal to fEM = 3 GHz and
fac = 3430 Hz. As another example, if we choose m = 2
and θEM = 80◦, then θac = arcsin (sin θEM/2) = 29.5◦.

The next step in the design is to implement the re-
quired surface impedance for both acoustic and elec-
tromagnetic scenarios, see Fig. 9(c). The main differ-
ence with the previous examples is that in this case
there is no relation between the acoustic and electromag-
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FIG. 7. Dual-physics anomalous reflector. (a) Schematic rep-
resentation of the metamirror. (b) Reflected pressure field cal-
culated with a numerical simulation for acoustic waves. Red
lines denote the hard boundary conditions used for simulating
the groves. (c) Surface impedances for electromagnetic (EM)
and acoustic metamirror. (d) Reflected magnetic field calcu-
lated with a numerical simulation for EM waves. Red lines
denote the PEC boundary conditions used for simulating the
grove walls.

netic surface impedances. For this reason, we need to
use meta-atoms that offer independent control of both
impedances. In this example, we choose partially filled
close-ended groves as meta-atoms. We chose a material
used for filling the tube with the relative permittivity
ε2 = 2. To systematically design the meta-atoms, we
start implementing the acoustic response according to
Zac
s = −jZac

0 cot(kac`1). The depths of the empty vol-
ume of each grove, `1, equal 48.5 mm, 45.6 mm, 42.6 mm,
39.4 mm, 36.1 mm, 32.5 mm, 28.8 mm, 25 mm, 21.2 mm,
17.5 mm, 13.9 mm, 10.6 mm, 7.4 mm, 4.4 mm, and
1.5 mm. Using Eq. (7) we can calculate the required
length of the dielectric filling `2. The found values of `2
are 0.6 mm, 1.7 mm, 2 mm, 31.3 mm, 15.4 mm, 14.5 mm,
15.9 mm, 17.7 mm, 19.5 mm, 20.9 mm, 20 mm, 4.1 mm,
33.4 mm, 33.7 mm, and 34.7 mm. In Fig. 9(b), a com-
parison between the required surface impedances and the
impedances implemented with the actual meta-atoms is
presented. Figures 9(c) and (d) show the results of a
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numerical simulation of the structure response for acous-
tic and electromagnetic waves where we can see standing
waves generated by the incident and reflected waves, with
different operational angles for acoustic and electromag-
netic waves.

Acoustic anomalous reflector and EM retroreflector:
In this last example, we propose and study a device
that acts a a retroreflector for electromagnetic waves
and as an anomalous reflector for acoustic waves. Since
the electromagnetic retroreflector can be implemented
with any surface profile, we start the design with the
definition of the tangential to the power flow surface for
the acoustic anomalous reflector. Using the theoretical
approach described in Section IIC, we find the surface
profile, yc = f(x), and calculate the surface acoustic
impedance Zac

s . For the incident angle θaci = 0◦ and
the reflected angle θacr = 60◦, the acoustic impedance is
represented in Fig. 9(c). In this example, for the sake
of simplicity, we chose the incident angle of the electro-
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FIG. 8. Multidisciplinary retroreflector for different angles.
(a) Schematic representation of the metamirror. (b) To-
tal pressure field calculated with a numerical simulation for
acoustic waves. Red lines denote the hard boundary condi-
tions used for simulating the groves. Green dotted lines rep-
resent the transition between empty grove and the solid ma-
terial. (c) Surface impedance for electromagnetic (EM) and
acoustic metamirrors. (d) Reflected magnetic field calculated
with a numerical simulation for EM waves. Red lines denote
the PEC boundary conditions used for simulating the grove
walls. Green dotted lines represent the transition between
empty grove volume and the filling dielectric material.
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FIG. 9. Acoustic anomalous reflector and electromagnetic
retroreflector. (a) Schematic representation of the metamir-
ror. (b) Total pressure field calculated with a numerical sim-
ulation for acoustic waves. Red lines show the hard boundary
conditions used for simulating the groves. Green dotted lines
indicate the transition between empty grove volume and the
solid filling material. (c) Surface impedance for electromag-
netic (EM) and acoustic metamirror. (d) Reflected magnetic
field calculated with a numerical simulation for EM waves.
Red lines denote the PEC boundaries used for simulating the
grove walls. Green dotted lines represent the transition be-
tween empty grove volume and the dielectric filling material.

magnetic retroreflector, θEM
i , that corresponds to the

same surface period as the acoustic anomalous reflector,
Dac = DEM. Choosing the operation frequencies equal to
fEM = 3 GHz and fac = 3430 Hz, the angle of incidence
for the electromagnetic retroreflector is θEM

i = 25.65◦.
The electromagnetic surface impedance ZEM

s for the
surface profile defined by yc is represented in Fig. 9(c).
As it was mentioned before, if the electromagnetic
and acoustic periods are not equal, the period of the
structure is chosen as their least common multiple.

Finally, once we know a suitable surface profile and the
corresponding surface impedances, we design meta-atoms
that implement the surface impedance for both scenar-
ios. Because this device requires independent control
of electromagnetic and acoustic impedances, we choose
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as meta-atoms close-ended groves partially filled with a
dielectric with relative permittivity ε2 = 2. Using the
analytical formulas presented at the beginning of this
section, the lengths of the empty portion of the groves,
`1, that produce the desired acoustic response will be
5.9 mm, 7.8 mm, 10 mm, 11.7 mm, 49.5 mm, 38.3 mm,
40.1 mm, 42.2 mm, 44.2 mm, 46 mm, 47.6 mm, 49.2 mm,
0.8 mm, 2.4 mm, and 4.1 mm. Then, using Eq. (7), we
calculate the required lengths of the dielectric filling `2.
The found values of `2 are 34.2 mm, 30.3 mm, 26.4 mm,
23.4 mm, 34 mm, 7.9 mm, 5.2 mm, 1.5 mm, 32.8 mm,
28.4 mm, 23.4 mm, 17.8 mm, 12.3 mm, 7.3 mm, and
2.8 mm. Figures 9(b) and 9(d) show the results of numer-
ical simulations for acoustic and electromagnetic waves.
In Fig. 9(b), the total acoustic field is represented and we
can recognize the typical interference pattern generated
by the incident wave and the reflected wave. Figure 9(d)
shows the reflected magnetic field where we can see that
the energy is sent back into the illumination direction.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Multidisciplinary analysis of power flow-conformal
metamirros has been performed from both acoustic and
electromagnetic points of view. Based on the revealed

analogy we have found a possibility to create metamir-
rors which operate as various anomalous reflectors both
for electromagnetic and acoustic waves at the same tine.
We propose three simple meta-atom topologies that al-
low us to engineer and control the electromagnetic and
the acoustic responses at will. The considered example
functionalities include high-efficient (theoretically per-
fect) retroreflection and anomalous reflection for both
waves. The theory and design approach can be expanded
to more complex transformations such as, for instance,
beam splitters for waves of one nature and retroreflectors
for waves of the other nature. Thanks to the analytical
formulation, the design process is straightforward and
numerical optimizations are not required. This multidis-
ciplinary approach opens a path for the design of mul-
tiphysics devices that integrate functionalities for both
waves. Finally we note that the proposed topology of
dual-physics meta-atoms allow electrical tunability, for
example, using switches to control metal wire grids or
using tunable materials as filling for the groves or tubes.
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